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ANZ VIETNAM TO ISSUE THE 2ND TRANCHE OF
CERTIFICATE OF USD DEPOSITS
Following great success of the 1st issuance of Certificate of USD Deposits with total
mobilisation amount as planned, ANZ Vietnam will start the 2nd tranche issuance at
its branches in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, from 05/9/2006 to 03/11/2006.
The interest rates applied to the 2nd tranche is as follows:
1-month term:
3-month term:
6-month term:
9-month term:
12-month term (364 days):

4%/ year
4.12%/ year
4.22%/ year
4.42%/ year
4.75%/ year

On top of that, ANZ will be the first bank in Vietnam to issue the Certificates of
Deposits in Euro, Australian Dollars and British Pound at flexible terms and
competitive interest rates.
With the Certificate of deposits at ANZ bank, the customers are not only offered an
efficient investment tool at competitive interest rates but also enjoy a complete
guarantee and standard customer services from ANZ bank, one of the world’s top 50
banks. This added value has induced customers to choose ANZ as their financial
guardian.
ANZ Vietnam is the first foreign bank to operate the tool free hotline number of 1800
1559, operating non-stop 24 hours per day, 7 days per week to answer customers’
inquiries. During the 1st tranche of Certificate of USD Deposit issuance alone, calls to
the hotline number doubled due to growing interest of customers in this investment
product of ANZ.
Sources said that after being approved by the State Bank of Vietnam recently, ANZ
Vietnam has embarked on its ATM network’s expansion plan at strategic locations
like the airports, supermarkets, hotels in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City to enhance the
convenience to its customers. According to the management of ANZ Vietnam, this
September, ANZ Visa Debit will be introduced to the market. This ANZ Visa Debit

offers big convenience that satisfies daily transaction needs and shopping habits of
customers in this modern world.
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